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Abstract

Introduction

Prolonged sedentary behaviour (SB) is associated with poor health. It is unclear which SB

measure is most appropriate for interventions and population surveillance to measure and

interpret change in behaviour in older adults. The aims of this study: to examine the relative

and absolute reliability, Minimal Detectable Change (MDC) and responsiveness to change

of subjective and objective methods of measuring SB in older adults and give recommenda-

tions of use for different study designs.

Methods

SB of 18 older adults (aged 71 (IQR 7) years) was assessed using a systematic set of six

subjective tools, derived from the TAxonomy of Self report Sedentary behaviour Tools

(TASST), and one objective tool (activPAL3c), over 14 days. Relative reliability (Intra Class

Correlation coefficients-ICC), absolute reliability (SEM), MDC, and the relative responsive-

ness (Cohen’s d effect size (ES) and Guyatt’s Responsiveness coefficient (GR)) were calcu-

lated for each of the different tools and ranked for different study designs.

Results

ICC ranged from 0.414 to 0.946, SEM from 36.03 to 137.01 min, MDC from 1.66 to 8.42

hours, ES from 0.017 to 0.259 and GR from 0.024 to 0.485. Objective average day per week

measurement ranked as most responsive in a clinical practice setting, whereas a one day

measurement ranked highest in quasi-experimental, longitudinal and controlled trial study
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designs. TV viewing–Previous Week Recall (PWR) ranked as most responsive subjective

measure in all study designs.

Conclusions

The reliability, Minimal Detectable Change and responsiveness to change of subjective and

objective methods of measuring SB is context dependent. Although TV viewing-PWR is the

more reliable and responsive subjective method in most situations, it may have limitations

as a reliable measure of total SB. Results of this study can be used to guide choice of tools

for detecting change in sedentary behaviour in older adults in the contexts of population sur-

veillance, intervention evaluation and individual care.

Introduction

Prolonged sedentary behaviour is common at all ages and is associated with a range of health

problems [1]. National physical activity guidelines have started to acknowledge this with rec-

ommendations to reduce prolonged sedentary behaviour [2,3]. As a result, several countries

are now including monitoring of sedentary behaviour within their surveillance systems and an

increasing number of studies are evaluating interventions aimed at reducing sedentary behav-

iour [4–6]. To assess and interpret changes in sedentary behaviour, over time or as a result of

an intervention, measures that are reliable and responsive to change are vital.

Sedentary behaviour can be measured subjectively with surveys, questionnaires,or other

self-reported methods. It can also be measured objectively, for example with accelerometers.

Both methods have specific pros and cons for use, but the vast majority of the literature on the

measurement characteristics of sedentary behaviour measures is focused on their validity.

Some studies have examined how their reliability affects their ability to obtain accurate esti-

mates of sedentary behaviour in specific samples and populations, but not how it affects their

ability of detecting and measuring change [7,8]. Currently there is a real dearth of information

to guide choice of measurement tools for the purpose of measuring and detecting change in

sedentary behaviour [9].

A change in sedentary behaviour can be interpreted as a true change in behaviour only if

the observed difference between two measurements is larger than the measurement error. The

measurement error is a combination of two elements: (1) random error intrinsic to the mea-

surement tool and measurement procedure used (e.g. variability in recollected sedentary

behaviour between and within individuals for a self-reported tool or variation in wear time of

an objective measure); and (2) natural variability in behaviour (e.g. day to day variation in

behaviour or seasonal variations will affect total sedentary behaviour [10]).

How these two elements combine into a measurement error impact the ability of a mea-

surement tool to measure and detect change, depends on the context in which it is used, as

highlighted by Beaton’s taxonomy of responsiveness [11]. There are several statistical indica-

tors (e.g. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC), Minimal Detectable Change (MDC),

Cohen’s d effect size (ES) or Guyatt’s Responsiveness (GR) coefficient) that can be used to eval-

uate this. Which index measure is appropriate is depends on:

- Whose change needs to be measured and detected: is it the change in behaviour of a single

individual (typical for a clinical context) or the change of a group (typical for surveillance

studies)?

Reliability, minimal detectable change and responsiveness in sedentary behaviour measurement
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- Which data are being compared: are the scores being contrasted over time (within-subject

study design—typically a longitudinal study or a quasi experimental trial) or at one point

in time (between-subject study design—typical of intervention studies involving a control

group)?

- What type of change is being quantified: is the type of change being quantified the observed

change or the clinically relevant change?

To date, information to guide choice of measurement tools for the purpose of measuring

and detecting change in sedentary behaviour in the contexts of population surveillance, inter-

vention evaluation and individual care is lacking. Therefore, the aim of this study was to pro-

vide systematic comparative information about the reliability, minimal detectable change, and

responsiveness to change for objective measures and a representative selection of currently

available self-reported tools (including previous day recall vs previous week recall, total seden-

tary time vs proxy measures vs composite measures) for the different study designs.

Material and methods

Study design and study sample

This study is based on a repeated-measure design, during which the sedentary behaviour of

older adults was measured for a period of two consecutive weeks (14 consecutive days) using

objective and subjective measures. This number of measurement days was necessary to capture

natural day-to-day variability and intrinsic measurement random error. To clarify, individual

measurements of sedentary behaviour may vary due to day-to-day variability as well as due to

measurement error related to the type of measurement. When sedentary behaviour is only

measured on two days, the natural differences in daily activities (eg, playing cards on Tuesdays

versus playing golf on Fridays) might result in biased conclusions about the effect of interven-

tions or time. A measurement period of 14 days allowed the capture of natural day-to-day vari-

ability more extensively. In addition, by measuring 14 days it was possible to examine and

compare the intrinsic measurement error of the most common types of self-reported and

objective measures of sedentary behaviour in one study (ie, previous day recall measurements,

previous week recall measurements, 1 day objective measurements, average day objective

measurements).

Participants were recruited from the Glasgow Caledonian University Older Adult

Research Database. This database contained 99 individuals (as of May 2016) with a variety

of controlled medical conditions, all of whom have previously consented to be contacted by

academic researchers concerning potential participation in research projects. The inclusion

criteria were: 65+ years of age, community dwelling and able to ambulate independently.

Potential participants were excluded when they lacked capacity to consent, to use the equip-

ment, or to complete the questionnaires. This study received ethical approval from Glasgow

Caledonian University School of Health and Life Sciences Ethics Committee. The study

complied with the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave

their written informed consent.

Procedure

Fig 1 details the time points of all measures recorded. One day prior to the measurement eligi-

ble participants were visited at home by a researcher. During this first visit participants gave

their written informed consent, baseline demographic information was collected, and the

researcher attached the activity monitor (Activpal3c). The monitor was attached to the ante-

rior thigh of the dominant leg of the participant with a waterproof dressing. The monitor was

Reliability, minimal detectable change and responsiveness in sedentary behaviour measurement
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programmed to start data collection at midnight of that day, and was worn continuously for

the following 14 full days. While wearing the activPAL3 participants were asked to continue

their normal daily activities. Since the activPAL3 monitor cannot make a distinction between

sitting/lying while sleeping or while awake, participants were asked to note the time they fell

asleep the previous night and the time they woke up every day in a sleep diary. On seven days

(Day 5 to Day 11) they were asked to complete previous day recall questionnaires about their

time spend sedentary, and on two days (Day 8 and Day 15) they were asked to self-report time

spend sedentary in the previous week. On Day 15 the researcher removed the activity monitor

and collected the sleep diary and questionnaires.

Measurements

Objective measurement of sedentary behaviour. Sedentary behaviour (SB) was objec-

tively measured with an activity monitor (activPAL3 physical activity monitor, PAL Technolo-

gies Ltd, Glasgow, Scotland). The activPAL3 is a small and user-friendly tri-axial activity

monitor, frequently used as gold standard for objective measurement of sedentary time and

pattern [12–15]. Outputs include time spent sitting/lying, standing, and stepping, number of

steps and number of sit-to-stand transitions. The monitor was heat-sealed inside a plastic

pouch to make it waterproof, and was therefore worn continuously for the entire 14 days of

data collection.

Subjective measurement of sedentary behaviour. To provide a systematic comparison

between existing sedentary behaviour self-report measurement tools participants also com-

pleted a sedentary behaviour questionnaire (covering three types of assessment), based on the

TAxonomy of Self-report SB Tools (TASST) framework (Fig 2) [9]. The TASST framework

can be used to describe most variations of currently available sedentary behaviour self-report

measurement tools. The TASST framework consists of four domains, which show different

characteristics of measurement tools: type of assessment, recall period, temporal unit and

assessment period. Using the framework as a tree, a single end point (taxon) can be identified

to describe specific questions in a tool. The SB questionnaires used for this study are available

in the Supplementary Material (S1 Appendix. Daily SB questionnaire) and were developed for

use in the Seniors USP: Understanding Sedentary Patterns Study (see acknowledgments).

Two recall time periods, i.e. previous day (TASST taxon 2.1) and previous week (7 day

recall) (TASST taxon 2.2) were reported in the questionnaire. In both cases the temporal unit

was a day (TASST taxon 3.1; i.e. all questions asked about time spent sitting per day), and the

assessment period was not defined (TASST 4.5; i.e. week or weekend days were not considered

Fig 1. Time-points of objective and subjective measurements (SB = sedentary behaviour, PDR = previous day recall, PWR = previous week

recall).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195424.g001
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separately). Within each set of questions, participants were asked to report total time spent sit-

ting (TASST taxon 1.1.1) and also the time spent sitting while watching TV, using a computer,

reading, listening to music, doing a hobby, talking with friends or family, eating, performing

self-care tasks, doing household tasks, and taking a nap during the day or resting while doing

nothing else. The time spent watching TV was used as a proxy measure of sitting (TASST

1.1.2), and all ten behaviours were added together to form the composite sum of time in differ-

ent SBs (TASST taxon 1.2.2.1). Therefore, in total six different self-report tools were assessed;

three types (total sitting, a TV proxy measure, and composite sum of time in different SBs) in

each of two recall periods (previous day and previous week) (see S1 Appendix. Daily SB ques-

tionnaire for the complete questionnaire).

ActivPAL data processing

The statistical programming environment and language R [16] was used to process sleep diary

data with activPAL3 data (event output downloaded using activPAL software version 7.2.32,

PAL Technologies Ltd, UK) to calculate total time spent sedentary, time spent standing, time

spent walking, number of steps and number of sit-to-stand transitions during waking hours

for each 24 hour period, each beginning at midnight. The outcome measures for this study

were, the total time spent sedentary on each day during waking hours, and for both weeks, the

average time spent sedentary per day (as calculated by dividing the sum of the total time spent

sedentary per week by 7).

Fig 2. TASST framework. Reproduced from Fig 1 Dall PM, Coulter EH, Fitzsimons CF, Skelton DA, Chastin SFM, on

behalf of the Seniors USP Team. The TAxonomy of Self-reported Sedentary behaviour Tools (TASST) framework for

development, comparison and evaluation of self-report tools: content analysis and systematic review. BMJ Open

2017;7:e013844 [9].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195424.g002
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Statistical indicators

A frequently used method to examine the measurement error is a reliability measure, i.e. to

examine the consistency between scores. Reliability, as in consistency, can be divided into rela-

tive reliability and absolute reliability. Relative reliability is about the consistency of the posi-

tion or rank of individuals in the group relative to other, and absolute reliability is about the

consistency of the scores of individuals [17]. The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) is

often used as a measure of relative reliability. The ICC gives the ratio of variances due to differ-

ences between subjects [17]. However, a high ICC, indicating a high relative reliability, does

not give an indication of the accuracy of individual measurements [18]. The Standard Error of

Measurement (SEM) quantifies the precision of the individual measurements and gives an

indication of the absolute reliability [17–19]. The SEM can be used to calculate the Minimal

Detectable Change (MDC), which is the minimal amount of change that a measurement must

show to be greater than the within subject variability and measurement error, also referred to

as the sensitivity to change [17,18,20]. The measurement error also affects the responsiveness

of the measure, which is the ability of the measure to detect any change [21] and is often

expressed by a statistical coefficient (dividing difference in mean by a measure of variability),

such as Cohen’s d effect size (ES) or Guyatt’s Responsiveness coefficient (GR) [11,21,22].

Statistical analyses

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the study sample. Scatterplots were created for each

outcome measure to visually present the daily variation in sedentary behaviour. Checking the

outcome measures revealed two extreme outliers in previous week recall of total sitting time,

and three in the proxy measures in the previous week recall. It was clear that the participants

misinterpreted the questions; for example when reporting more than 24 hours of sedentary

time per day it was clear that they estimated the total time per week instead of the time on an

average day in the previous week. Therefore, those reported values were divided by 7 to get a

value for an average day value instead of a total value for a week.

To examine the relative and absolute reliability of each tool, we used a 3-layered approach

as recommended by Weir et al. [17].

1. First, a single-factor, within-subjects repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted for each

outcome measure. In detail: with the single day objective outcome, the repeated-measures

ANOVA examined if there was a difference between the 14 days; with the previous day sub-

jective outcome if there was a difference between the 7 days; with the previous week recall

and the average objective day, if there was a difference between 2 measurements. The infer-

ential test of mean differences (F-test) was evaluated to check if there was a systematic error

between the days. Because there was no change induced, no systematic difference between

the days was expected, despite some variability between the days. The partial eta squared

(ηp
2) was calculated to show the effect size of the ANOVA.

2. Second, Intra Class Correlation coefficients (ICC2,1 for daily objective measurements and

subjective measurements, or ICC2,2 for average day objective measurement) were calculated

to examine the relative reliability [18]. A higher ICC represents a more favourable relative

reliability.

3. And third, the error term from the 2 way model (MSE) of the repeated measures ANOVA

was used to calculate the Standard Error of Measurement (SEM) (SEM = square root of the

mean square error term from the ANOVA) [17], which represents the absolute reliability.

A smaller SEM indicates a better absolute reliability of the measure.

Reliability, minimal detectable change and responsiveness in sedentary behaviour measurement
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The SEM was used to calculate the Minimal Detectable Change (MDC) of each tool with

the following formula: MDC = Standard Error of Measurement X 1.96 X
p

2 [20]. The MDC

indicates the minimal amount of change that can be interpreted as a real change in sedentary

behaviour for an individual; a smaller MDC indicates a more sensitive measure [17,18,20].

In addition, Cohen’s effect size (ES) and Guyatt’s responsiveness coefficient (GR) were cal-

culated for each measure [21]. To calculate ES and GR, two measurements of each measure

were needed. For the previous week recall measurements there were two measurements avail-

able in this study. This also applies for the average day objective measurements. For the previ-

ous day recall, there were seven measurements available, so Day 5 was selected as

measurement 1 and Day 11 as measurement 2 to calculate ES and GR. For the daily objective

measurement there were 14 measurement days available, and Day 5 and Day 11 were selected

for comparability with the self-report measures. Cohen’s effect size was calculated by dividing

the difference between the mean of measurements 1 and 2 by the standard deviation of mea-

surement 1 (Δ/SD). Guyatt’s responsiveness coefficient was calculated by dividing the differ-

ence between the mean of measurements 1 and 2 by the SEM (Δ/SEM). Cohen’s effect sizes

and Guyatt responsiveness coefficients are usually interpreted such that values of 0.2, 0.5 and

0.8 represent small, moderate and large responsiveness [23–25]. In the present study, however,

the responsiveness coefficients can only be interpreted in a relative manner to each other,

because no change was induced. The coefficients can be compared to assess which measures

are more responsive than others [25]. Larger values of Cohen’s effect size and Guyatt respon-

siveness coefficients represent a more responsive measure.

The SEM and MDC can be used to interpret the individual changes in behaviour, whereas

the responsiveness coefficients can be used to evaluate changes at group level [17,25].

To examine which method is most responsive to change, Beaton’s responsiveness taxonomy

was used to rank the methods for a specific context [11] (Table 1). Three Beaton taxa were

assessed, representing commonly used study designs. The first Beaton taxon used was a clinical

setting, where the results are presented for an individual (Who), where within-subject scores

are being contrasted over time (Which), and the type of change being quantified is indicated

by the Minimal Detectable Change (What). The second Beaton taxon used was quasi-experi-

mental or longitudinal study design, where the results are presented for a group (Who), where

within-subject scores are being contrasted over time (Which), and the type of change being

quantified is the observed change in the population indicated by the ES (What). The third Bea-

ton taxon used was based on study design of a controlled trial, where the results are presented

for a group (Who), where between-subject scores are being contrasted over time (Which), and

the type of change being quantified is the observed change in the population indicated by the

GR (What).

Results

Study sample

Twenty-two participants were recruited for this study. Three participants had insufficient

activPAL3 data (<14 days) and one participant had a faulty activPAL3 measurement, and

were excluded from the analysis sample. The median (IQR) age of the analysis sample (N = 18)

was 71 (7) years and 72% were men. The mean (SD) body mass index was 25.43 (3.05) kg/m2.

Objectively measured sedentary behaviour

Based on the objective measurements, the mean (SD) time spent sedentary per day was 11.01

(2.22) hours. The variation in daily sedentary time was large, as presented in Fig 3. The day-to-

day variation in one day measurements (Fig 3, left) was considerably larger than the variation

Reliability, minimal detectable change and responsiveness in sedentary behaviour measurement
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in the average time spent sitting per day in Week 1 and Week 2 (Fig 3, right). The differences

between the days (F = 0.271, p = 0.995) and between the averages per week (F = 0.024,

p = 0.879) were not significant, so even though sedentary behaviour varied between days, it

was not a systematic trend (Table 2). For both the relative and absolute reliability, the average

day per week measurements (ICC2,2 0.946, SEM 43.85 min) were better than the one day mea-

surements (ICC2,1 0.693, SEM 87.46 min). The Minimal Detectable Change was also better

(smaller) for average day per week measurements (2.03 hrs) than for one day measurements

(4.04 hrs), but the responsiveness coefficients were better (larger) for the one day measure-

ments (Table 2).

Subjectively measured sedentary behaviour

Based on subjective previous day recalls, participants felt they were sedentary on average 7.80

(SD 1.53) hours per day, which was considerably less than the objective measures recorded.

The previous day recall measurements captured more individual (within subject) variation in

total sedentary time than the previous week recall measurements (Fig 4). Although there were

differences between the days, these were non-significant (Table 2). This followed expectations,

since there was no change in behaviour induced. Both the relative and absolute variability as

well as the MDC were slightly more favourable for total SB measured with previous week recall

than measured with the previous day recall, but the responsiveness coefficients were better

(larger) for previous day recall (Table 2).

The relative and absolute reliability (ICC and SEM), the MDC and the ES/GR responsive-

ness coefficients of the other subjective measurements are presented in Table 2. A number of

comparisons can be drawn.

Table 1. Ranking of methods to measure sedentary behaviour based on responsiveness in different contexts, as classified in Beaton’s responsiveness taxonomy [11].

Taxon of

Beaton

WHO WHICH WHAT Indicator In which context is

this indicator

applicable?

Ranking of objective

measurement methods (from
most responsive to least
responsive)

Ranking of subjective

measurement methods (from
most responsive to least
responsive)

1.2.2 Individual Within-subject

change over

time

Minimal

detectable

change

MDC Clinical practice 1. Average day per week

2. One day

1. TV viewing—PWR

2. TV viewing—PDR

3. Total SB—PWR

4. Total SB—PDR

5. CSB—PDR

6. CSB—PWR

2.1.3 Group Within-subject

change over

time

Observed

change in

population

ES Quasi-experimental

or longitudinal study

1. One day

2. Average day per week

1. TV viewing—PWR

2. CSB—PDR

3. Total SB—PDR

4. CSB—PWR

5/6. Total SB—PWR / TV

viewing–PDR

3.3.3 Group Between-

subject change

over time

Observed

change in

population

GR Controlled trials 1. One day

2. Average day per week

1. TV viewing—PWR

2. CSB—PDR

3. CSB—PWR

4. TV viewing—PDR

5. Total SB—PDR

6. Total SB–PWR

MDC = Minimal Detectable Change; ES = Cohen’s d effect size; GR = Guyatt responsiveness coefficient; CSB—composite sum of time in different SBs; PWR = previous

week recall; PDR = previous day recall; SB = sedentary behaviour

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195424.t001
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Within the same recall period (previous day or previous week), total sedentary behaviour

measures showed better absolute reliability (SEM) and smaller MDC, but worse relative reli-

ability and responsiveness, than the sum of behaviours. The absolute and relative reliability,

MDC and most responsiveness coefficients of TV viewing were better than the total sedentary

behaviour measures within the same recall period. In both recall periods, the absolute and rela-

tive reliability and the MDC were better for TV viewing than the sum of behaviours. With a

previous week recall period, TV viewing was also more responsive to change than sum of

behaviours, but the opposite was true with a previous day recall period.

Comparing types of assessments across the different recall periods, all measures of relative

reliability (ICC) are worse for the previous day recall than the previous week recall. For abso-

lute reliability and minimal detectable change, total sitting and TV viewing were better for pre-

vious day recall, but sum of behaviour is worse. However, the effect of recall period on

responsiveness was not clear-cut: previous day recall was better for both indices for the sum of

behaviours, and worse for both indices for TV viewing, but was better for the ES and almost

equal for the GR for total sitting.

Which method is most responsive to change?

Table 2 gives detailed information regarding the absolute and relative reliability and of the

responsiveness to change of the different methods to measure sedentary behaviour. Table 1

shows how the methods are ranked from most responsive to least responsive within specific

contexts as specified by the responsiveness taxonomy of Beaton [11].

Fig 3. Variation in objectively measured sedentary behaviour. Left: Daily sedentary behaviour for a period of 14 days (N = 18). Right: Average daily sedentary behaviour

in Week 1 and Week 2 (N = 18).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195424.g003
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For example, within a clinical setting the most responsive objective method is measuring

the average day per week (MDC = 2.03 hours). The most responsive subjective method is ask-

ing about the time spent watching TV on an average day in the previous week (MDC = 1.66

hours) and the least responsive subjective method is the composite sum of time in different

SBs on an average day in previous week recall questionnaire (MDC = 8.42 hours).

Within a quasi-experimental or longitudinal study setting, the most responsive objective

method is a one day measurement (ES = 0.126). The most responsive subjective method is ask-

ing about the time spent watching TV on an average day in the previous week (ES = 0.259),

whereas the least responsive method is asking about the total time spent sedentary on an aver-

age day in the previous week (ES = 0.019) or asking about TV viewing on the previous day

(ES = 0.019).

In a controlled trial setting, the most responsive objective method is a one day measure-

ment (GR = 0.140). The most responsive subjective method is asking about the time spent

watching TV on an average day in the previous week (GR = 0.485), and the least responsive

subjective method is asking about the total time spent sedentary on an average day in the pre-

vious week (GR = 0.024).

Table 2. Relative reliability, absolute reliability, Minimal Detectable change and responsiveness of tools to measure sedentary behaviour (N = 18).

Taxon of TASST Baseline Post Systematic difference ICC SEM MDC ES GR

mean (SD) in

min

mean (SD) in

min

(95% CI) in min in

hours

OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS

(ACTIVPAL)

1 daya 665.70 648.35 F(13,221) = 0.271, 0.693 87.46 4.04 0.126 0.140

(137.56) (158.10) p = 0.995, ηp
2 = 0.016 (0.544–0.84)

Average day per weekb 659.50 661.76 F(1,17) = 0.024, 0.946 43.85 2.03 0.017 0.036

(134.01) (139.91) p = 0.879, ηp
2 = 0.001 (0.856–0.98)

SUBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS

Previous day recallc

Total SB 1.1.1/2.1/3.1/4.3 479.41 482.94 F(6,96) = 0.668, 0.414 99.59 4.60 0.037 0.025

(96.65) (150.12) p = 0.676, ηp
2 = 0.040 (0.227–0.655)

TV viewing 1.1.2/2.1/3.1/4.3 194.17 195.83 F(6,102) = 1.366, 0.595 68.08 3.15 0.019 0.033

(104.49) (108.85) p = 0.236, ηp
2 = 0.074 (0.412–0.783)

Composite sum of time in

different SBs

1.2.2.1/2.1/3.1/4.3 598.61

(162.42)

631.39

(323.25)

F(6,102) = 1.059,

p = 0.392, ηp
2 = 0.059

0.743 (0.591–

0.874)

137.01 6.33 0.202 0.169

Previous week recalld

Total SB 1.1.1/2.2/3.1/4.3 496.23 493.06 F(1,17) = 0.01, 0.531 93.43 4.30 0.019 0.024

(163.06) (103.14) p = 0.92, ηp
2 = 0.0006 (0.1–0.794)

TV viewing 1.1.2/2.2/3.1/4.3 188.94 213.67 F(1,17) = 4.238, 0.856 36.03 1.66 0.259 0.485

(95.33) (94.65) p = 0.055, ηp
2 = 0.200 (0.657–0.944)

Composite sum of time in

different SBs

1.2.2.1/2.2/3.1/4.3 693.11

(468.11)

681.39

(236.41)

F(1,17) = 0.037, p = 0.849,

ηp
2 = 0.002

0.758 (0.462–

0.902)

182.4 8.42 0.025 0.045

ICC = Intraclass Correlation Coefficient; TASST = Taxonomy of self-report SB tools framework [9] SEM = Standard Error of Measurement; MDC = Minimal

Detectable Change; ES = Cohen’s effect size (Δ/SD); GR = Guyatt’s responsiveness coefficient (Δ/SEM), SB = sedentary behaviour.

Measurement days used in all analyses except for ES and GR: a) Day1-Day14; b) average Day1-7 and average Day8-15; c) Day5-Day11; d) Day8 and Day15

Measurement days used for ES/GR analyses: Day5 and Day11 (average Day1-7 and average Day8-15 was used for ES/GR analyses in Objective–Average per week)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195424.t002
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Discussion

In this study several statistical indicators were examined to provide systematic comparative

information about the most appropriate tool to measure and interpret change in sedentary

behaviour in older adults. The results show that there is no one tool that is the best in every sit-

uation, but that the choice of tool is context dependent. Indeed a recent article by Kelly at al

(2016) also suggested that the context is key in the choice of measurement tool [26] and a care-

ful balance between accuracy, reliability and responsiveness needs to be achieved that suits the

specific aim and design of the study or surveillance.

Overall, for objective measurements, a seven day monitoring period provides a more stable

measure then a one day measurement period (ICC = 0.946 vs ICC = 0.693, respectively) with

better absolute reliability (SEM = 43.85min vs SEM = 87.46min), as previously reported in sev-

eral studies [8,27,28]. Also consistent with previous results, is the fact that reliability degrades if

the monitoring period is shortened. In contrast, however, responsiveness to change improves

with a shorter recording period. In intervention or longitudinal studies, where responsiveness is

important, shorter assessment periods could be considered. Although this may have conse-

quences for reliability and further research is warranted, it would lessen both research cost and

participant burden considerably, and potentially allow the more widespread use of objective

measures. However, although an objective measure was always amongst the top three perform-

ing measurements for all of the evaluated indicators, objective measures did not consistently

outperform subjective ones on all statistical indicators. Objective monitors are acknowledged to

be more accurate than subjective ones, as also indicated by the large difference in subjective and

objective sedentary time in this study. However, if absolute accuracy is not a major

Fig 4. Variation in subjectively measured total sedentary behaviour. Left: Total daily sedentary behaviour measured with a previous day recall questionnaire on 7 days

(N = 18). Right: Average total sedentary behaviour per day in Week 1 and Week 2 based on a previous week recall questionnaire (N = 18).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0195424.g004
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consideration in a study, then one could consider opting for a carefully chosen subjective tool

from the TASTT taxonomy for larger scale surveillance.

For studies that cannot afford (in cost or participant burden) objective measures, the choice

of self-reported tool needs to be guided by the primary aim of the study and its design. Overall

TV viewing time appears to have the best measurement characteristics in most cases. However

this is probably due the fact that there is both less natural variability in TV viewing time and

less difficulty in recalling it, resulting in less random error. However, care should be taken in

choosing TV viewing as a self-reported measure to assess change in sedentary behaviour more

broadly, as it is a proxy measure assessing only one component of total sitting time. This has

two major implications for its use as an outcome measure. Firstly, the low absolute value for

MDC for TV viewing (in hours), is likely to be a reflection of the fact that TV viewing repre-

sents a smaller amount of total sitting time, and it may represent a large percentage change in

TV viewing. Secondly, while TV time and self-reported sedentary time are correlated, a change

in TV time does not guarantee a change in total sedentary time. In fact, the high relative reli-

ability (ICC) reported for the composite sum of time in different SBs suggests that there may

be a lot of natural transfer of time between sedentary behaviours e.g. swapping TV watching

for reading. In consequence, in an intervention to reduce total sedentary behaviour, it is not

clear that a reduction in time spent watching TV would actually represent a reduction in total

sitting time. Taken together, this has a few implications for future research. If interested in

assessing change in total sitting time, using TV viewing as a proxy measure is not advisable.

However, for studies that are interested in assessing a change in TV time, previous week TV

viewing is a very good measure to use.

For studies interested in total sedentary time, it is possible to make the following recom-

mendations. Relative reliability (ICC) was better for the sum of behaviours (TASST taxon

1.2.2.1) than a single item direct measure of sitting for both previous day (TASST taxon 2.1)

and previous week (TASST taxon 2.2) recall periods. If the aim of the measurement is to exam-

ine change of an individual subject over time (MDC), then the previous week recall of a single

item direct measure is preferable ((TASST taxon 1.1.1/2.2). However, for quasi-experimental,

longitudinal, and RCT studies (GR and ES), a previous day recall of the sum of behaviours is

preferable (TASST taxon 1.2.2.1/2.1).

Strenghts of this study included the longer measurement period that allowed capturing

day-to-day variability in sedentary behaviour as well as intrinsic measurement random error

of a number of self-reported and objective measurements; rigorous testing and detailed con-

sideration of measurement proporties; and usability of the findings by providing a ranking for

the most common measurements and study designs. However, when interpreting the results

of this study a few limitations need to be considered, such as the small sample size, and the lim-

ited generalisibility of the findings. First, although the study sample size might seem small, the

statistical indicators seemed largely independent of sample size. For example, literature shows

that the SEM is a fixed characteristic of the measure, independent of the study sample [29,30].

However, extreme scores within a study sample might affect the SEM [29]. Therefore, we

repeated the same analyses with two random subsamples (N = 10). All indicators were similar

(results not shown) which confirmed the stability of the indicators across samples. Secondly,

care should be taken when interpreting the large absolute values of Minimal Detectable

Change reported in this study. MDC is a metric reporting the minimal amount of change that

a measurement must show to be certain that it is a true change, i.e. beyond variability and mea-

surement errors [20,22,31,32]. However, this only applies to a change for an individual, and is

thus only relevant when assessing a change in an individual in a clinical situation. Whether

such large changes in individuals are realistic is unknown. A longer measurement period

might be necessary to improve the sensitivity to change of the specific measurements, but
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more research is necessary to confirm this. When assessing the change in groups means, for

example in a randomised controlled trial, the difference required could be lower, however due

to the design of this study we did not have the data to evaluate the potential size of this value.

While the Minimal Detectable Changes of all measures seem relatively large, that does not nec-

essarily mean that a small decrease in sedentary behaviour might not have an effect on health

outcomes in older adults. This is illustrated by the findings of Gibbs et al. (2016), whose inter-

vention aimed at reducing sedentary time of older adults resulted in statistically significant

positive effects on physical function and quality of life while there was only a small (statistically

non-significant) reduction in sedentary time [33]. It is also important to be aware that the

responsiveness coefficients (GR, ES) can only be interpreted in a manner relative to each

other, because there was no change/difference induced between the measurements [21,25].

Finally, the study sample consisted of older adults and therefore the findings may not be gener-

alizable to other groups who may have different day to day patterns of sedentary behaviour.

For future research it is recommended to repeat the analyses in different populations, using a

larger sample size, and to expand the analyses to other taxons of the TASST framework as well.

Conclusion

There is no single sedentary behaviour tool that is most appropriate to measure and interpret

change in sedentary behaviour in older adults in every situation and type of study. To choose

the most appropriate measure accuracy, reliability and responsiveness should be balanced in a

way that suits the specific aim and design of the study or surveillance. Using objective mea-

surements, in quasi-experimental, longitudinal and controlled trial study designs, a one day

measurement is more responsive to change than an average day in a 7-day measurement. In

contrast, in a clinical practice an average day in a 7-day measurement is more responsive to

change than a one day measurement. The best subjective method is also context dependent,

but asking about a single item proxy measure of watching TV over a previous week recall

period, is the more reliable and responsive method in most situations. However, TV viewing

may have limitations as a reliable measure of total sedentary time, as it may not pick up an

exchange of time from TV viewing to other sedentary behaviours.
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